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Stack the states free online

Voted The Best Kids App for iPad! -Best App Ever Awards Voted Best Educational Game App – iEAR.org If you have kids who are in elementary school age it's a fantastic educational app that is also a cheat. - IPhone Mom.com Stack states are a must. - iKids Blog stack of ® makes training for 50 countries fun! Watch the states actually come to life in this colorful and dynamic
game! By teaching the capitals of the country, shapes, geographic locations, flags and more, you can actually touch animated states, move and drop them anywhere on the screen. Carefully build a stack of states that reach the checkered line to win each level. You earn a random position for each successfully completed level. All your countries appear on your own personalized
map of the United States. Try to collect all 50! As you earn more states, you start to unlock four free bonus games: Map It, Pile Up, Complex and Capital Drop. Four games in one! HAVE FUN LEARNING ALL ABOUT 50 COUNTRIES: Capitals National Forms Abbreviations Bordering States Location on map Nicknames Flags... and more! FEATURES: Hundreds of unique issue
Interactive maps and 50 public flash cards Select from 50 friendly countries as your avatar Create up to six player profiles Collect all 50 countries and track your progress personalized card Earn FREE bonus games: Map It, Pile Up, Puzzled Problem and Capital Drop High Definition Pictures of Famous US Landmarks All Games is powered by a realistic physics engine for Fun
sound effects and music for iPhone 4 and the new iPad Retina Display Support Works for both iPhone and iPad – a universal app FIVE GAMES IN ONE: Stack States: Build high piles of states and try to reach the checkered line. MAP IT: Tap the location of the selected state on the map. Try to finish the whole country. PILE UP: Countries are piling up! Tap them quickly to get rid
of them before they pile too high. Puzzler Problem: Sit back and relax as you slide countries around and put them together as a jigsaw puzzle. Capital Drop: Match the states with their capitals in this fast-paced bonus game. Don't let the country fall! Stack ® an educational app for all ages that is actually FUN to play. Try it now and enjoy five games at the price of one! PRIVACY
DISCLOSURE BEAT ®: Does not contain third-party ads. No in-app purchases. Excludes integration with social networks. Use third-party analysis/data collection tools. Or include links to apps dan russell-pinson in the iTunes App Store (via LinkShare). For more information about our privacy policy, please visit: Plan Price Details Stack the States $0.99 Paid mobile app. Sign in or
create an account to share your experience with this tool. Open the Mac App Store to buy and download ¡ Application Voted Best Kids for iPad! -Best App Ever Voted Best Educational Game App - iEAR.org If you have children who are in elementary school age it is educational app that's also hoot. - IPhone Mom.com, Stack countries are a must. - IKids BlogStack states ® learning
about 50 countries for fun! Watch the states actually come to life in this colorful and dynamic game! By teaching the capitals of the country, shapes, geographic locations, flags and more, you can actually touch animated states, move and drop them anywhere on the screen. Carefully build a stack of states that reach the checkered line to win each level. You earn a random position
for each successfully completed level. All your countries appear on your own personalized map of the United States. Try to collect all 50! As you earn more states, you start to unlock four free bonus games: Map It, Pile Up, Complex and Capital Drop. Four games in one! HAVE FUN LEARNING ALL ABOUT 50 COUNTRIES: ¡ Capitals- National forms - Abbreviations - Border
countries- Location on the map - Nicknames- Flags ... and more! FEATURES:- Hundreds of unique questions, Interactive map and 50 national flash cards- Choose from 50 friendly countries as your avatar- Create up to six player profiles¡ Collect all 50 countries and track your progress personalized card- Earn FREE bonus games: Map It, Pile Up, Puzzled Problem and Capital
Drop¡ High-resolution pictures of famous U.S. landmarks¡ All games are powered by realistic physics engine- Fun sound effects and music- iPhone 4 and new iPad Retina Display support- Running both iPhone and iPad - universal appFIVE GAMES ONE: Stack states: Build high piles in the states and try to reach the checkered line. MAP IT: Tap the location of the selected state
on the map. Try to finish the whole country. PILE UP: Countries are piling up! Tap them quickly to get rid of them before they pile too high. Puzzler Problem: Sit back and relax as you slide countries around and put them together as a jigsaw puzzle. Capital Drop: Match the states with their capitals in this fast-paced bonus game. Don't let the country fall! Stack ® an educational app
for all ages that is actually FUN to play. Try it now and enjoy five games at the price of one! PRIVACY DISCLOSURE States®:- Does not contain 3rd party ads.- Does not contain in-app purchases.- Does not contain integration with social networks.- Do not use 3rd party analytics / data collection tools.- Do include links to apps dan Russell-Pinson in the iTunes App Store (via
LinkShare). For more information about our privacy policy, please visit: or pop-ups in this app. I play it on i-phone and iPad. There are several games in stack countries, but you can't play them all at once. You have to win enough states to move to a new game, so success is based on some previous knowledge. It's not going to teach kids to identify states where they are clueless
to begin with, but it will reinforce what they know and their sense of trust or self-deed. Stacking game playing is because you have to identify the public given 4 choices, but it is also funny. I love watching the country's facial expressions – watch their eyes – as a pile of wobbles or falls. My only quiess is that the national flags are too small to read clearly. I wish they could expand
quite a bit higher when I tap it. There is another game where you have to place the states on the map as quickly as possible, but with 3 strikes you out. Good fun. Works better on iPad than iPhone because of size. Other games in the app are fine, too, but stacking and mapping is my favorite. I downloaded a stack of states when I was only 9. In just 2 or so weeks obsessively
playing it, I knew so much more about the states than I did before and had collected it in over 120 countries! I wish that updates were put on the same app because I wouldn't pay anything for the second version now that I know quite a bit about the states, but still like the new elevation cards and mini games the second version provides. Also, I want you to be able to transfer the
app between two devices. I stack the states on my Samsung Galaxy S9 phone and want to put it on my iPad without having to buy it again. I also got a pretty far app (got over 120 countries) and don't want to start over. Thanks for reading this review, i really love the app! I bought this game for my daughter, who has special needs. Her reading ability is not if it were her age, but that
does not mean that she is not capable of understanding. The only reason I'm not going to be all stars is just out of inability to have questions read aloud to the player. We love font size, graphics, sounds and question type customization! We would love it even more if my daughter could maintain her independence by playing instead of endureing our breaks. Developer Freecloud
Design, Inc. has not provided information about its privacy practices and data processing to Apple. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. When a developer submits the next app update, they'll need to provide your privacy. Developer Website App Support Privacy Policy Learning Rating Community rating Community rating Not yet rated Common Sense Stack
Assessment Countries have not yet evaluated expert evaluation, is a good tool for teachers to use with students to help them memorize U.S. states and capital letters names. It also works with reluctant learners who may be motivated by mixing these needs to know the facts with a more interesting trivia and fast-paced game. States become animated characters, with eyes
following your movements, and because they are so adorable, they'll inspire some kids to play more. Up to six students can have separate user accounts to maintain progress and settings in stack countries. But student groups could take turns answering questions and earning countries. For younger students, this app, let them track larger versions in some countries then draw
properties that represent facts they've learned on this app (cowboy hat to Texas, or sun eyes to Florida). Continue reading Show Less Editor's Note: There's a sequel to a stack of states called Stack States 2. Stack Countries is a unique U.S. geography app that helps children learn and remember America's countries and capitals. Children can first explore information using in-app
cards. Each country's card includes information about the postal abbreviation, capital, nickname, borderline, major cities, landmarks (some countries don't have anyone listed), and whether it borders with Canada or Mexico. If cards are not your students' favorite thing, they can learn by simply playing games in a stack of states. Games ask trivia questions about the state or ask
children to determine the shape of the state. When kids respond correctly, they earn this country to stack on the platform. The goal is to stack as many states on the platform as necessary to reach the target line without a pile of rollovers. When children reach their goal, their reward is public to add to their collection. As the collection grows, children earn bonus games. Most bonus
games are to be timeed and may feel frenzied; The complex problem and Capital Drop is quite tough, even at a lower level. This fun app is good for learning and practicing geography issues for the United States. The main game about stacking countries is a Jenga-type feel to it as you try to balance all the strangely shaped countries on top of each other. This stacking part of the
game is the most fun, but least educational part of the app from a geography point of view. It does use spatial awareness skills, but it can also be a bit frustrating for some students. If players don't rotate and the row states drop to the stack just so, the piece falls off and you lose it. The good news about learning is that when this happens, children return to answer more questions
about geography to earn another country. With smiling national icons and beautiful photo images of the country's landmarks in the background, Stack States holds children's visual attention to the shapes and names of the states. Up to six students (and unlimited guest users) can have individual usernames and save different game settings. Total Rating Engagement Cute public
images and fast-paced games – as well as the ability to choose what kind of questions are given to each player – make this app very engaging. Children can choose in which position they want to represent their user account. Pedagogical Kids learn by studying flashcards and playing five games, answering multiple choice questions, solving puzzles, and memorizing the names of
U.S. states and capitals. Support For individual accounts can be created for six players (and guest user). Each user can include up to eight different types of questions. Cute card acts as a result tracker. (See all 19 reviews) (20 reviews) Write a review review feedback
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